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CONFIDENTIAL

Meeting between the Taoiseach and
Mr. John Hume on 17 February 1983

1.
The Taoiseach met Mr. John Hume M.E.P. for an hour and a
half over lunch at Government Buildings on 17 February 1983 .
Hume
had requested meetings with each of the main party leaders in
Dublin with a view to advancing his proposal for a Council for a
He had already seen Mr . C . J . Haughey, T . D. and was
ew Ireland .
going on to see the Tanaiste immediately after the lunch .

Hume began by talking briefly about two recent contacts
he British .
He had led an SDLP delegation to a meeting
he
I Secretary
S ormont on 7 February.
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he validi y 0: the ~aoiseach's cri icis
~a er on in the conversation he agreed
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There were risks for every party,
inclu ing Fianna Fail which could be isolated if, :or instance,
Fine Gael, Labour and the SDLP opted for a condominium approach
under which
he British and Irish Governments would move towards
exercising joint sovereignty over 1 I .
This had been the SDLP
proposal to
hitelaw's Darlington Conference in 1972 and there
were good reasons for believing that it might now be an attainable
objective of policy .
Hume said that he would have no difficulty
in supporting the condominium idea and in bringing the SDLP with
him , even if Fianna Fail were unwilling to support it .
8.
There was some discussion of detailed aspects of the
proposal .
Hume made it clear that he was not committed to the
title "Council for a
ew Ireland" , that he would favour an
independent chairman , that the chairman should be able to appoint
a secretariat and that that secretariat s hould not be drawn from
Lhe political parties .

9.

The Taoiseach said that he would shortly raise the matter
in Govern ent and seek agreement to approach the leader of
Fianna Fail , i h a view to ge ting an agreed all - party response
o
he
rop sal ii hin
he neXL week or so .
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